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Nat'rlich image Patrizier-Design from Fotolia.com Skagen Designs produces watches, jewelry and sunglasses. The company was founded by Danish couple Henrik and Charlotte Jorst, who came to the United States from Denmark in 1989. They named the company after a small seaside village in Denmark. The Skagen watch is available
for men and women, with cases of steel, ceramics and titanium. Styles of stripes include mesh, leather, reference and ceramics. All Skagen watches are analog, and the styles available include standard watches, double watches and multifunctional watches. Pull the crown of the standard Skagen watch into the middle position. Turn the
crown on the correct date. Click on the crown. Pull the crown of Skagen's multifunctional watch into the middle position. Turn the crown counterclockwise until the correct date is displayed. Click on the crown. Pull the Crown of the Skagen chronograph into the middle position. Turn the crown to show the correct date. Push the crown to a
normal position. Pull the crown of the Skagen Big Date watch into the first position. Turn the crown counterclockwise to set the first date digit. Turn the crown clockwise to set the second date digit. Push the crown back to its usual position. Pull the Skagen Dual Time crown to the first position. Turn the crown counterclockwise to set the
date. Get the crown back to normal. Photo Credits nat'rlich image of Patrizier-Design Fotolia.com Skagen watches produced in Denmark Skagen designs. Skagen watches come in a variety of styles for men and women. Although the styles may be different, the care and instructions for all Skagen watches are the same. Installing a
Skagen watch does not require special tools or equipment. Find the crown on the side of your Skagen watch. For standard, large Dat and multifunctional watches, the crown is a small handle on the right side of the watch that protrudes from the face. The Crown has three positions: completely against the clock, halfway from the face and
completely expanded from the face. For the Chronograph watch, the crown is the central handle among the three handles on the side. For the Dual-Time watch, the crown is the very top handle. The following instructions all use the same pen to set the time. Pull the crown into the middle position. Turn the crown to set the date. Pull the
crown completely in a fully extended position. Turn the crown to set the time. Push the crown all the way back in completely position. Your Skagen watch is now installed. Links Read More Follow Was This Article Useful? 49 out of 444 found it useful There are more questions? Send a request I just received this watch ( mp_s_a_1_33?
qid=1451269015&amp;sr=8-33&amp;pi=AC_SX110_SY165_QL70&amp;keywords=skagen+men%27s+watches) for Christmas and really like it, although I have a question about Hand. The guide that came with it had no instructions for the top or bottom button on the watch, and one seems to feature a stopwatch, maybe? Not sure. But
the main issue is that the second hand just stops every 3 or 4 hours. Pressing the top button stops the second hand and pressing it again starts it, pressing the bottom button with the middle button all the way, it seems to make the second hand fast forward 60 seconds, very confusing. I didn't do some research online, but didn't find
anything useful and Skagen's online guides aren't too useful either. Please help! The basic technologies these technologies are strictly needed to provide you with services available through our websites and use some of its features such as form views. These technologies are used to make promotional messages more relevant to you.
They perform functions such as preventing the same ad from appearing continuously, ensuring that advertisers are properly advertised, and in some cases selecting ads based on your best interests. © 2020 SKAGEN, DENMARK, LTD., ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED. Reserved.
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